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Introduction
Since 2001, the federal government and members of Congress have proposed and, in
some cases, adopted a number of policy initiatives that aggressively seek to involve state and
local government institutions more extensively and directly in the day-to-day regulation of
immigration status and the so-called “interior enforcement” of federal immigration laws.
Traditionally, federal immigration enforcement efforts in the United States have tended to
prioritize enforcement activities at the border itself, rather than interior enforcement. While
interior enforcement has increased since the enactment of the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1986, which instituted civil and criminal sanctions against employers who employ nonU.S. citizens without authorization to work in the United States, these efforts have remained
relatively limited when compared with the vast resources devoted to border enforcement.1
Interior enforcement efforts also have been implemented almost exclusively by federal
immigration agents — the role of state and local governments, by contrast, has been highly
constrained. While the states played an active role in the regulation of immigration to the United
States prior to the enactment of the first federal immigration statutes in the late 19th century,
scholars, advocates and government officials have largely agreed until recently that under the
legal regime in place since then, state and local governments lack any general legal authority to
engage in activities to enforce federal immigration statutes.
However, since the mid-1990s, and to an even greater extent since 2001, the federal
government and members of Congress have increasingly sought to involve state and local
government institutions more extensively and directly in the federal government’s immigration
enforcement initiatives. Some of these initiatives have attempted to facilitate direct enforcement
of the immigration laws by state and local law enforcement officials, such as police, highway
patrol, or corrections officials, in cooperation with federal immigration agents. Other initiatives
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have sought to operate less directly, employing a range of means to induce officials from a
variety of state and local institutions — including welfare agencies, educational institutions,
public hospitals and health agencies, motor vehicle licensing agencies, and others — to restrict
access of non-U.S. citizens to various state and local benefits and public services, collect
immigration status information, and report suspected civil immigration violators to federal
officials. Still others impose federal standards, in circumstances where state and local institutions
might otherwise apply their own, in order to advance federal immigration policy objectives. The
strategies relied upon to induce states and localities to participate in these efforts have varied,
including simple attempts to persuade state and local officials to act voluntarily, devolution of
discretionary authority to states and localities, imposition of conditions on federal funding,
promulgation of federal standards that states and localities may avoid only with great difficulty,
and even, in some proposals, direct imposition of federal mandates upon state and local
governments.
In this Chapter, I discuss two sets of recent federal initiatives — the efforts to involve
state and local law enforcement officials in routine, civil immigration enforcement and the
development of mandatory federal issuance and eligibility standards for state driver’s licenses —
and the resistance to those initiatives by some states and localities in order to explore the ways in
which these developments challenge conventional assumptions about the relationships between
state and local governments and their non-U.S. citizen residents. While some states and localities
have welcomed these federal initiatives, and in some instances have even gone further by
attempting to regulate and enforce federal immigration status entirely on their own,2 others have
actively resisted these federal efforts to enlist their involvement in immigration-related matters.3
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The extent and potential implications of these more protective impulses by states and localities
remain under explored.
Part two considers the traditional assumptions of U.S. immigration law, which has long
been understood to constrain state and local involvement in the regulation of immigration status
— whether through laws involving “immigration” policy, which directly purport to regulate and
enforce immigration status and the right to entry and presence itself, or laws involving
“alienage” or “immigrant” policy, which regulate the day-to-day rights and obligations of nonU.S. citizens who already are present in the United States, and in many cases have been enacted
as an indirect form of immigration regulation.4 These limitations on state and local authority
have been explained as resting, at least in part, on the premise that non-U.S. citizens are more
likely to face hostility, discrimination, or disadvantage at the hands of state or local institutions
than at the hands of the federal government — a premise that is consistent with conventional
understandings about federalism and the role of state and local governments in the United States
more generally.
Part three discusses the recent federal initiatives to involve states and localities in
immigration enforcement matters and the debate over their legality and wisdom as a matter of
policy. While supporters of these initiatives have argued that security imperatives demand
greater involvement by state and local officials in the regulation of immigration status, critics
have raised concerns that such initiatives will increase the likelihood of racial profiling and other
rights violations, and have questioned the extent to which these initiatives meaningfully improve
security in any event. Notably, among these critics are many state and local officials themselves,
who have emphasized concerns that such aggressive efforts to enlist state and local government
agencies in routine federal immigration enforcement activities threaten to distort those
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institutions’ priorities and undermine their autonomy. To the extent the federal government can
impose immigration enforcement responsibilities upon them, these critics have warned, state and
local institutions may become increasingly obliged to shift their priorities by devoting scarce
resources to pursue federal policy objectives that have little to do with their own central, nonimmigration-related purposes under state and local law.
Part four considers the broader implications of these post-2001 developments for the
conventional assumptions concerning immigration and federalism. Certainly, it remains the case
that non-U.S. citizens may often be vulnerable to hostility or discrimination by state and local
government actors, as even a number of recent examples make clear. However, as the federal
government itself becomes more aggressive in its regulation of immigration status, placing
greater emphasis on security than on other values that also traditionally have been at stake in
federal immigration and alien policies, non-U.S. citizens are seeking — and in some instances
are finding greater receptiveness for — the protection of rights and liberties in state capitals and
local city halls, rather than in Washington. In this context, the traditional assumptions concerning
immigration, citizenship, and federalism may be incomplete.
Background
Traditional doctrinal assumptions about immigration law place significant limits on the
authority of states and localities to regulate immigration and federal citizenship status. While
immigration was regulated almost exclusively by the states during the nation’s first century,5 it
has generally been presumed — especially since the end of the 19th century, when the first major
federal immigration statutes were enacted and the first major Supreme Court immigration-related
decisions were decided — that authority to regulate immigration in the United States is
exclusively the province of the federal government.6 Under this paradigm, Congress has been
4

recognized by the courts to have “plenary power” to enact laws governing the admission and
removal of non-U.S. citizens and the conditions under which they may remain in the United
States. While the specific source of this authority is not altogether clear, the Supreme Court has
recognized this power over immigration as arising from the inherent sovereignty of the national
government as well as several specific textual sources within the Constitution which confer the
federal government with power over foreign commerce, foreign affairs, and naturalization.
Under the plenary power doctrine, the power of Congress over immigration has been subject to
relatively few constitutional limits and only limited judicial scrutiny.7 The breadth of this power
has been recognized both when Congress has directly regulated immigration — at its core, the
“determination of who should or should not be admitted into the country, and the conditions
under which a legal entrant may remain”8 — and when it has enacted other, alienage-based laws
governing the day-to-day rights and obligations of non-U.S. citizens.9
By contrast, state and local efforts to directly regulate immigration or to formulate other
policies on the basis of alienage-based classifications have been found unlawful (or at minimum,
scrutinized closely). Although it is not entirely clear the extent to which the Constitution limits
the authority of the states to directly regulate matters involving immigration, some cases have
invalidated state and local laws on the basis of structural, federalism-based principles. In the 19th
century, before Congress had enacted its first major immigration laws, the Supreme Court
invalidated several immigration-related state laws as unconstitutional, suggesting that they
infringed upon the federal government’s power to regulate foreign commerce or to conduct of
foreign relations.10 Since the enactment of comprehensive federal immigration legislation at the
end of the 19th century, courts have been able to avoid developing these constitutional principles
further by instead invalidating state laws as preempted by those broad federal statutes.11
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With respect to alienage-based classifications, while states and localities have been
permitted to formulate and implement policies that discriminate against non-U.S. citizens when
the discrimination excludes non-U.S. citizens from involvement in the state’s “political
functions,” courts have otherwise exercised heightened scrutiny over such classifications,
invalidating on equal protection grounds laws that discriminate on the basis of alienage unless
they are sufficiently tailored to advance a legitimate and compelling state interest.12 On this
basis, for example, the Supreme Court has applied strict scrutiny to invalidate state laws denying
legal immigrants eligibility for state welfare programs13 and commercial fishing licenses.14
While undocumented immigrants have not been extended the same degree of equal protection,
the Supreme Court nevertheless did apply an intermediate standard of heightened scrutiny to
invalidate a state law authorizing local school districts to deny educational access to children
who were not lawfully admitted to the United States.15 Moreover, like U.S. citizens, non-U.S.
citizens, whether lawfully present or not, are protected in their day-to-day lives by other
provisions of the U.S. Constitution that guarantee the fundamental rights of all “persons,” such
as the Due Process Clause and the prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment.16
The principles underlying these decisions to some extent presume that non-U.S. citizens
are more likely to face hostility, discrimination, or disadvantage at the hands of state or local
institutions than at the hands of the federal government. Premises of this sort are by no means
limited to the area of immigration alone. Indeed, the dominant, modern view of American
federalism has conceived of the national government as a “bulwark” against violations of
individual rights by the states, which are regarded on this view as probable “constitutional
wrongdoers” in a broad range of contexts.17 With respect to non-U.S. citizens, there is certainly
much historical support for this interpretation. As Gerald Neuman has noted, the Supreme Court
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“began denying powers of immigration regulation to the states” during the late 19th century “in
part because they were visibly abusing those powers.”18 Since then, non-U.S. citizens have
periodically experienced a variety of similar abuses at the hands of state and local
governments.19
Doctrinally, this notion is reflected most clearly in the equal protection context, where the
Supreme Court has self-consciously justified strict scrutiny of alienage-based classifications on
the ground that non-U.S. citizens “as a class are a prime example of a ‘discrete and insular’
minority” vulnerable to invidious discrimination, and for whom “heightened judicial solicitude”
under the federal constitution is appropriate.20 However, echoes of this rationale also may be
found in cases invalidating state laws as inconsistent with the federal powers over foreign
commerce and foreign relations. For example, in Chy Lung v. Freeman, the Supreme Court
expressed concern that mistreatment of non-U.S. citizens by state officials might antagonize
foreign governments and render the federal government liable for claims arising from such
mistreatment.21
As observers have noted, the equal protection and structural limits on state and local
authority sit together somewhat uneasily.22 While the equal protection cases place limits on the
ability of states and localities to discriminate on the basis of alienage, the Supreme Court has left
open the possibility of sustaining state and local involvement in the direct regulation of
immigration status to the extent harmonious with federal law.23 More complicated questions may
arise, therefore, from situations in which the federal government exercises its broad plenary
power over immigration in a way that might contemplate state and local involvement. Depending
upon the nature of those federal initiatives, the assumption that non-U.S. citizens will be more
vulnerable to mistreatment by states and localities may or may not remain the case.
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Recent Efforts to Induce State and Local Immigration Enforcement
Like other immigration-related initiatives since 2001,24 the recent efforts by the federal
government to involve states and localities in federal immigration enforcement have not purely
been a product of the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, but rather have
roots in the immigration policy debates of the 1980s and 1990s. During the 1980s, amidst intense
public debate over illegal immigration, at least twenty-four local governments and one state
adopted policies, either by ordinance or executive order, prohibiting their officials from reporting
immigration status information to or cooperating with federal immigration authorities.25 Other
political forces — first in the states, and then eventually in Washington — soon pushed in the
opposite direction, seeking to involve state and local officials more directly in federal
immigration enforcement activities.26 Most prominently, in 1994 California voters approved
Proposition 187, a ballot initiative which in effect attempted to create a comprehensive, statelevel immigration enforcement system by restricting access of undocumented non-U.S. citizens
to a variety of public services, including education and non-emergency health care, and requiring
state and local officials to collect immigration status information from members of the public and
to inform federal immigration officials about anyone they suspected to be within the country
unlawfully.27
In 1996, Congress itself acted to encourage or mandate various forms of state and local
involvement in immigration enforcement activities. Provisions in the immigration legislation
enacted that year banned states and localities from adopting policies restricting the disclosure of
immigration status information to federal immigration officials, thereby purporting to preempt
the policies adopted by states and localities during the 1980s.28 Other legislative provisions
authorized (but did not require) states to deny social service benefits from non-U.S. citizens,29 to
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restrict driver’s license eligibility for non-U.S. citizens,30 and to involve their law enforcement
officials on a structured and limited basis in federal immigration enforcement activities.31
These efforts by Congress and the federal government have gained momentum since
2001. National security has explicitly served as the principal justification for many of the post2001 incarnations of these initiatives, part of the broader trend in which security considerations
have come to dominate the formulation of policies concerning immigration and alienage.32 Two
examples — the efforts to induce state and local law enforcement officials to enforce civil
violations of the federal immigration laws, and the promulgation of mandatory federal issuance
and eligibility standards for state driver’s licenses — illustrate the post-2001 trend of seeking to
enlist states and localities more aggressively in immigration enforcement efforts at least in part in
the name of national security.33
State and Local Law Enforcement
Prior to 2001, the extent to which state and local law enforcement officials were involved
in day-to-day enforcement of the civil provisions of federal immigration laws (as opposed to
their criminal provisions) was highly limited.34 While individual police departments had on
occasion engaged in some immigration-related enforcement activities, these activities were
relatively isolated. To the extent that Congress explicitly authorized some state and local
participation in civil immigration enforcement activities, these programs were carefully
structured and relatively constrained. For example, Congress authorized emergency deputization
of state and local police officials as federal immigration enforcement officers in the event of a
“mass influx” of non-U.S. citizens at the border.35 When Congress expanded these provisions to
apply in non-emergency situations, it explicitly set forth a structured set of conditions under
which state and local jurisdictions may voluntarily enter written, cooperative agreements with
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the federal government to permit their officers to participate in certain designated immigration
enforcement activities under federal supervision.36 As the 1980s and 1990s proceeded, the
federal government also sought greater cooperation from state and local officials to identify
potentially deportable non-U.S. citizens in state or local criminal custody.37 With the dramatic
expansion of immigration detention in the mid-1990s, federal immigration officials, faced with
tremendous constraints on their own available detention space, also increasingly entered into
voluntary agreements with state and local governments to house federal immigration detainees in
their jails.38
Beyond these limited, highly structured modes of state and local participation in
immigration enforcement activities, state and local law enforcement officials have played little
sustained role in civil immigration enforcement matters. In fact, whether states and localities
have any broader, general legal authority to enforce federal immigration laws remains a matter of
considerable doubt. The longstanding view of the U.S. Department of Justice was that state and
local police lacked any general “recognized legal authority to arrest or detain aliens solely for
purposes of civil immigration proceedings as opposed to criminal prosecution,”39 and
commentators reached similar conclusions.40 Some state and local officials themselves
concluded that their law enforcement officials lacked authority under state law to enforce the
civil provisions of the federal immigration laws.41
Courts still have not resolved the question definitively. While one court suggested early
on, in dicta, that state and local police may indeed have authority to enforce civil immigration
laws, at least one other court assumed that any state or local authority was preempted by the
comprehensive federal immigration enforcement scheme enacted by Congress.42 In the years
since the 1996 immigration legislation, some courts have continued to characterize the existence
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of any broader, more general state and local immigration arrest authority as “doubtful,”
“questionable, and “uncertain,” in part based on the likely preemption of such authority by
Congress’s comprehensive approach to immigration enforcement.43
Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, however, the federal government has
taken a series of steps aimed at reshaping the role of state and local law enforcement officials in
ordinary federal immigration enforcement matters. Effectively recasting these day-to-day, civil
immigration enforcement efforts as security-related, criminal enforcement priorities, the federal
government has, in effect, sought to resituate its civil immigration enforcement activities within
the longstanding, extensive set of federal-state-local partnerships designed to combat shared
federal and state criminal law enforcement priorities such as violent crime, organized crime,
drugs, and terrorism.44
First, the executive branch, on its own initiative, has sought to encourage the voluntary
cooperation of state and local police in federal immigration enforcement efforts. In 2002, the
Department of Justice withdrew the portions of the 1996 legal opinion stating its longstanding
position on state and local immigration arrest authority. Instead, DOJ announced that it had now
reached the opposite conclusion — that state and local police have “inherent authority” to
enforce and make arrests for civil violations of the immigration laws — and proceeded to
encourage sub-federal jurisdictions to take it upon themselves to take on such enforcement
responsibilities.45 The government also issued regulations implementing the 1996 statutory
provision authorizing cooperative deputization agreements, which had not yet been implemented,
and since then DOJ has entered into several agreements with particular jurisdictions to authorize
some of their law enforcement officers to perform certain specified federal immigration
enforcement functions.46
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Second, the Department of Justice has attempted to induce state and local police officers
to engage in immigration enforcement activities in a more indirect, de facto fashion, by entering
hundreds of thousands of civil immigration records into the FBI’s main criminal database, the
National Crime Information Center (“NCIC”). The NCIC database is a nationwide clearinghouse
of largely crime-related records that is maintained by the FBI, but accessed for the very most part
by state and local officials. The purpose behind the creation of this clearinghouse, which
Congress originally authorized to be maintained in 1930, was to facilitate (1) an efficient means
for police in one jurisdiction to learn a person’s criminal history in another jurisdiction, and (2)
the ability of law enforcement agencies to respond to similar inquiries from police in other
countries. The clearinghouse has existed in the form of a computerized database since 1967, and
currently offers approximately 94,000 law enforcement agencies in the United States and Canada
the ability to access records on approximately 52 million individuals. State and local police
query the NCIC database millions of time each day in the course of encountering members of the
public during their normal policing duties.47 While Congress has on occasion authorized specific
categories of non-criminal information to be included in the database — including certain
specific categories of immigration-related information — the database continues to consist
primarily of crime-related records, in accordance with Congress’s statutory mandate.48
Since 2001, however, the Justice Department has dramatically expanded the categories of
individuals whose records are being entered into the NCIC. In particular, the government has
begun to enter and disseminate to local police nationwide through the NCIC information
concerning (1) so-called “absconders,” who are individuals with outstanding orders of
deportation, exclusion, or removal who the government believes have remained in the United
States (a category that totals approximately 400,000 individuals), and (2) individuals who the
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government believes have failed to register with the government under the National Security
Entry-Exit Registration System (“NSEERS”), the “special registration” program announced by
Attorney General John Ashcroft in June 2002 for certain nationals of a few dozen
predominantly-Muslim countries and North Korea.49 While the federal government also
announced its intention to enter information on suspected foreign student visa violators and
individuals previously deported with misdemeanor convictions, it has deferred ultimate decision
on those categories for the time being. Proposals in Congress would go much further by
specifically requiring the entry and dissemination through the NCIC of these and several other
categories of immigration records.50
Given that the vast majority of NCIC queries come from state and local officials, the
government’s apparent purpose in using the NCIC in this manner seems to be to induce
individual police officers — without regard to the scope of their immigration arrest authority as a
matter of federal, state, or local law — to arrest and detain suspected civil immigration violators
whose names appear in the database upon making routine queries of the database. The initiative
to use the NCIC is currently the subject of litigation challenging the government’s authority to
use the database for civil immigration enforcement purposes not authorized by Congress.51 In the
interim, however, the government has apparently continued to enter these immigration records
into the NCIC, and in the time since it commenced doing so, thousands of non-U.S. citizens have
been arrested by state and local police for suspected civil violations of the immigration laws.52
As a result of these initiatives, state and local police have increasingly found themselves
enmeshed in civil immigration enforcement activities under circumstances in which they
previously would not have been.53 Even more aggressive proposals to involve state and local
police enforcement have come from members of Congress, over a hundred of whom cosponsored
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legislation in 2003 that not only purported to provide express authorization for state and local
participation in immigration enforcement and inclusion of immigration records in the NCIC, but
also would have cut off certain federal funding streams from states that fail to enact legislation of
their own specifically authorizing their police to enforce federal immigration laws, criminalized
a number of immigration law violations that currently are only subject to deportation and civil
penalties, and required states and localities to develop and implement policies to provide federal
authorities identifying information about non-U.S. citizens who are suspected of violating the
immigration laws. The proposed legislation also would have conferred immunity upon state and
local agencies from suit for any non-criminal wrongdoing that allegedly arises from federal
immigration enforcement activities.54
Variants on these proposals have periodically been reintroduced and incorporated into
other proposed immigration legislation in the course of the debates over comprehensive
immigration reform in 2005 and 2006. The most extreme of these proposals would have gone
further to criminalize unlawful presence in the United States altogether, largely eliminating the
traditional distinction between civil and criminal violations of the immigration laws.55 Such
proposals would thereby facilitate immigration enforcement by state and local law enforcement,
since state and local police do have recognized authority in many jurisdictions to make arrests
for criminal violations of the immigration laws.56 To date, none of these proposals have been
enacted into law.
Driver’s License Issuance and Eligibility Standards
In the United States, given the lack of a uniform national identification document, state
driver’s licenses and, to a lesser extent, other state identification documents have become the
default means of establishing one’s identity in a broad range of contexts — banking, check
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cashing, boarding airplanes, establishing eligibility for employment, and many others.
Traditionally, states have set their own requirements and eligibility criteria for their residents to
obtain driver’s licenses and identification cards and, in many cases, have not explicitly restricted
eligibility on the basis of immigration status. While state governments typically recognize valid
driver’s licenses issued by other states or, indeed, other countries, states typically require
individuals to obtain state licenses within a certain period after becoming a state resident if they
wish to remain eligible to drive within the state. For example, in New York, individuals must
obtain a New York driver’s license within 30 days of becoming New York resident in order to be
authorized to operate motor vehicles within the state.57
In 1996, as part of a comprehensive package of changes to the immigration laws,
Congress authorized the states to conduct pilot programs for a period of three years to deny
driver’s licenses from non-U.S. citizens who are not lawfully present in the United States. While
the Attorney General was required to submit a report on those pilot programs within three years,
no report was submitted, and it is not clear that any pilot programs were in fact conducted under
these provisions.58 As part of the same legislation, Congress also attempted to set forth
substantive standards for state driver’s licenses as prerequisites for their use for federal purposes,
requiring states either to include the licensee’s Social Security number on the document itself or
to verify each license applicant’s Social Security number with the federal government. This
second provision proved unpopular, however, and as a result Congress blocked funding to
implement these provisions and ultimately repealed the provision itself.59
At the same time, prior to 2001 active movements sought to expand non-citizen access to
driver’s licenses in at least 15 states. Advocates variously sought to modify requirements that
served barriers to access for non-U.S. citizens, such as lawful presence, Social Security number,
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and other documentation requirements; to expand the categories of non-U.S. citizens eligible for
driver’s licenses; and to expand the categories of documents that could be used to obtain driver’s
licenses.60 These efforts stalled somewhat after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, as
state legislators and administrators introduced new proposals to limit eligibility for non-U.S.
citizens. However, only a few of these proposals succeeded and became law, and a number of
states even sought to expand eligibility to undocumented non-U.S. citizens. As of May 2002, one
leading immigrants’ rights organization could claim that the pre-2001 campaigns to expand
eligibility for driver’s licenses had made “surprising progress” even after the September 11, 2001
terrorist attacks.61
The legislative catalyst for action by Congress was the final report of the independent
September 11 Commission, which recommended that the federal government “set standards for
the issuance of birth certificates, and sources of identification, such as driver’s licenses.”62
Accordingly, the intelligence reform bill that Congress enacted in December 2004 to implement
the commission’s recommendations did precisely that, providing that in order for a driver’s
license or state identification card to be accepted for any official purpose by a federal agency, the
state had to satisfy certain minimum standards for application procedures, documentation of an
applicant’s identity, and verification of that documentation. The September 11 Commission itself
did not recommend any restrictions on non-citizen eligibility for driver’s licenses, and the
intelligence reform act accordingly did not include any — to the contrary, the statute explicitly
provided that the implementing regulations, which were to be established through a negotiated
rulemaking process,63 could not infringe upon any state’s authority to set and enforce its own
criteria for the categories of individuals eligible for driver’s licenses or identification cards.64
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However, only six months later, Congress repealed these provisions and enacted the
REAL ID Act (“RIDA”).65 RIDA thereby terminated the intelligence reform act’s negotiated
rulemaking process midstream — and, indeed, banned the use of negotiated rulemaking to
develop implementing regulations for RIDA. In addition to the kinds of criteria required under
the intelligence reform act — with which states now must comply within three years, at
tremendous expense to their treasuries — RIDA also set forth certain alienage-based eligibility
requirements. Under RIDA, within three years driver’s licenses only may be issued to U.S.
citizens and non-U.S. citizens with certain categories of immigrant visas.66 Lawfully present
non-U.S. citizens with nonimmigrant visas or certain pending or approved applications may only
obtain “temporary” licenses or identification cards, which must expire on the same date as the
individual’s visa (or, for visas of indefinite length, must expire one year from the date of issue).
Temporary licenses and identification documents must visibly indicate that they are temporary,
and must clearly display the expiration date, in order to facilitate the ability of law enforcement
personnel to inspect and verify the document.67 States may issue “driver’s certificates” to
undocumented non-U.S. citizens, but these documents must indicate clearly that they may not be
accepted for federal purposes.68 RIDA requires state motor vehicle officials to adhere to
minimum federal standards for issuance and identity verification for driver’s license and
identification card applicants, including the eventual use of a federal immigration database to
determine whether applicants are lawfully present in the United States.69
The enactment of RIDA by Congress has led to a flurry of legislative activity in the states
on the subject of driver’s licenses. Many states must enact new legislation and appropriate
significant amounts of money to comply with RIDA’s stringent issuance and verification
standards; it has been estimated that implementation of RIDA will cost the states as much as $11
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billion.70 As of March 2006, at least 66 bills were pending in 24 different states that would have
some effect on the ability of non-U.S. citizens to obtain driver’s licenses.71
A. Policy Considerations
The debates over the federal government’s role in enlisting state and local law
enforcement to enforce immigration law and in mandating federal eligibility and issuance criteria
for state-issued driver’s licenses have involved related, if not identical issues. In both instances,
the purpose and effect of these initiatives — like their precursors in the early 1990s — would be
to make immigration status more salient on a day-to-day basis, and thereby to increase the
likelihood that individuals other than federal immigration enforcement agents will directly
engage in, or at minimum cooperate with, federal enforcement activities. In both instances, an
unusual constellation of voices — including conservatives, libertarians, immigrant community
and civil rights advocates, law enforcement organizations, and some state and local government
officials themselves — has coalesced to criticize these initiatives for distorting and potentially
undermining important state and local policy priorities, and with little, if any, corresponding gain
in national security.
Proponents of these initiatives have emphasized the importance of supplementing the
federal government’s limited immigration enforcement resources with the considerably more
extensive resources of state and local governments. For example, while there are only a few
thousand federal immigration enforcement agents, there are well over 700,000 state and local
police officers nationwide, and proponents characterize this much larger pool of enforcement
officials as a potential “force multiplier” whose use would result in more effective immigration
enforcement and, they argue, therefore greater security. They also argue that state and local
police are in a better position to enforce the immigration laws given their knowledge of local
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communities.72 Similarly, with respect to driver’s licenses, proponents of restricting eligibility
for non-U.S. citizens go well beyond the concerns expressed by the independent September 11
Commission, which emphasized the need to standardize and safeguard the integrity of state
driver’s license and identification cards given their tremendous importance as the default means
of establishing identity across a broad range of social contexts. Rather, RIDA supporters argue
further that non-U.S. citizens who are unlawfully present should legitimately be hindered in their
ability to engage in the full range of day-to-day activities that driver’s licenses facilitate —
including, for that matter, driving.73 As with the use of state and local police, the implicit goal
and apparent result would be to make immigration status — and unlawful presence — more
salient on a day-to-day basis in situations in which it currently is not. Through the use of such
policies, proponents hope not only to increase the number of undocumented immigrants who
may be detected and deported, but also to induce others to depart the country on their own —
what immigration restrictionists refer to as “self-deportation” — and to deter new arrivals from
entering and remaining in the United States illegally.74
Opponents have criticized these initiatives from a variety of perspectives.75 In the spring
of 2006, hundreds of thousands of people — including U.S. citizens and both documented and
undocumented non-U.S. citizens, from many different racial and ethnic backgrounds — took to
the streets in massive demonstrations in favor of legalization and against the enforcement-driven
approaches to immigration reform advocated by many in Congress.76 With respect to the use of
state and local police, in particular, immigrant community advocates and community leaders
have raised rights-based concerns about the potential for racial profiling and violations of due
process. Given how complicated immigration law can be, these advocates argue, state and local
police whose primary responsibilities involve completely different objectives will likely find it
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difficult to properly ascertain the immigration status of individuals who they encounter. For
example, as Gerald Neuman has noted:
“Illegal alien” gestures toward a concept of noncompliance with law, but
[immigration] law is more complex than most politicians and voters realize.
There are different manners in which an alien’s presence could be said to violate
the law, and there are different forms of curative government action that may
impart degrees of legality to the alien’s presence.77
Some states and localities that have implemented immigration-related laws on their own already
are wrestling with these sorts of complexities.78 Unschooled in these complexities, state and local
law officials may also resort all too quickly, whether consciously or unconsciously, to racial and
national origin profiling rooted in stereotypes, in some cases, in direct violation of state law.79
Indeed, evidence suggests that even federal immigration officials themselves — who are trained
to understand the immigration laws, and whose sole responsibility is immigration enforcement
— have engaged in racial profiling of this sort.80
Even if the conduct of state and local officials were no worse than their federal
counterparts, the negative consequences would be more significant, given the broader set of
responsibilities of state and local governments within immigrant communities. Advocates and
community leaders have noted with concern, for example, that members of immigrant
communities may be discouraged from cooperating with police (for example, if they are crime
victims or witnesses) and other local institutions if they perceive those institutions to be in the
business of federal immigration enforcement. Preliminary research suggests that this concern
may be well-founded.81 In other instances, it has been reported that individual officers have used
the threat of deportation as a means of intimidating non-U.S. citizens.82
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State and local government officials have themselves echoed these same concerns. While
police have emphasized in recent years the importance, when seeking to protect public safety, of
building and maintaining trust and cooperation with immigrant communities, police face a
number of barriers in creating that sense of trust — not least of which being the fear within
immigrant communities that cooperating with the police might lead to deportation.83 The
baseline level of trust of the police in some immigrant communities is frequently quite low to
begin with, owing to the experiences of those individuals with the police in their home countries
and language and cultural barriers. Some evidence suggests that in jurisdictions where local
police have become involved in immigration enforcement, police-community relationships have
suffered even further as a result.84 The recent federal initiatives to enlist state and local law
enforcement in immigration enforcement matters also have come at a time when local and state
governments have been forced to bear significant costs associated with other federal homeland
security initiatives and when federal funding that previously had been granted to localities to
fund the hiring of new police officers and to fight violent crime has been shrinking
dramatically.85 In this context, some state and local officials have acutely sensed that the
imposition of federal immigration enforcement responsibilities upon them would constitute an
unfunded mandate and would have the potential to improperly “commandeer” state and local
institutions for federal policy purposes that are unrelated to — and indeed, may undermine — the
core criminal justice and public safety objectives that state and local law enforcement agencies
are charged to advance.86
And all of these critics have also questioned the extent to which involving state and local
police in routine immigration enforcement represents an effective means of protecting national
security at all, noting that above and beyond the potential distortion of state and local law
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enforcement priorities, the devotion of scarce law enforcement resources to blanket, large-scale
immigration enforcement efforts simply expands the “haystacks” in which police must search for
those who pose the most serious national security threats. Instead, these critics argue, state and
local police cooperation should be tailored to focus more narrowly on those particular
individuals and groups who pose the greatest threats to public safety — and that immigration
status, standing alone, is neither a necessary nor a sufficient proxy for that purpose.87 Moreover,
as Dan Richman and others have noted, by transforming local police into “a potential source of
personal ruin” in the eyes of many within immigrant communities, the federal government’s
efforts to delegate ordinary immigration enforcement responsibilities would “in all likelihood
result in a net intelligence loss” of information relevant to potential terrorism and other serious
crimes.88
With respect to the limitation of eligibility for driver’s licenses, critics have sounded
similar notes of concern. Critics have emphasized that the principal purpose for states in issuing
driver’s licenses is not to create a document to be used as a form of federal identification, but
rather to ensure that state residents are qualified to drive, tested on their awareness of the traffic
laws and their driving ability, and insured. By rendering millions of non-U.S. citizens ineligible
for driver’s licenses, critics argue, RIDA may make roads less safe and increase insurance rates,
since many non-U.S. citizens may well drive anyway because they need to do so to work. At the
same time, individuals in immigrant communities who are legitimately eligible for driver’s
licenses may be discouraged from applying for them.89 Moreover, like state and local police,
state motor vehicles officials have no particular immigration expertise and will invariably find it
difficult to make proper eligibility determinations. And as discussed earlier, the implementation
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of RIDA will require state governments to expend tremendous sums of money to fulfill federal
immigration policy objectives that have nothing to do with their own policy purposes.90
Critics also have questioned whether denying non-U.S. citizen’s driver’s licenses
represent sound security policy. Taking millions of undocumented non-U.S. citizens out of state
motor vehicle databases dramatically increases the numbers of people living “in the shadows,”
without any government agencies having any information about their presence — which may
make the tasks of law enforcement and identification of individuals who may be security threats
more difficult, not easier.91 Critics point out that it is not necessary to restrict non-citizen
eligibility to ensure the integrity and reliability of the identification documents that states issue.
At the same time, committed terrorists scarcely need driver’s licenses to board aircraft, since any
number of other identification documents can suffice, including U.S. or foreign passports.92

Immigration and the Liberty-Enhancing Potential of Federalism
The post-September 11 efforts to involve state and local officials in federal immigration
enforcement activities — and the responses to these initiatives by those officials and by
immigrant community advocates — raise questions about the appropriate model of federalism
upon which U.S. immigration law should rest and the continued strength of traditional doctrinal
assumptions concerning the appropriate role for state and localities in the regulation of
immigration. Given the persistence of non-U.S. citizens’ vulnerability to hostility and abuse at
the hands of state and local governments, the traditional presumption in favor of exclusive
federal regulation and enforcement of immigration status retains tremendous force.93
Still, this perspective may be incomplete. As scholars of U.S. federalism have discussed,
the importance of federalism is not simply in its role in advancing and facilitating values
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associated with any decentralized system of administration — such as the promotion of public
participation, citizen choice, efficiency, and experimentation94 — but rather, the establishment of
multiple centers of power with the capacity to exert independent checks upon the power of the
national government.95 Sub-federal institutions accordingly can play significant roles in the
protection of liberty — as focal points for the expression of political opposition to national
policies, as “seedbeds for political change” at the national level, as sources of alternative and
potentially broader conceptions of federal rights, and as potentially moderating influences on the
federal actors who seek their cooperation.96
This liberty-enhancing potential may be particularly important when a strong national
government itself needs to be checked or fails to protect liberties sufficiently.97 With legislative
and judicial developments during the past fifteen years enhancing the power of state
governments — for example, by placing substantive and procedural limits on Congress’s
legislative authority,98 fashioning limits on the ability to subject state governments to suit in
federal court,99 restricting the ability of the federal government to “commandeer” state
government institutions for federal policy objectives,100 and devolving decision-making to the
states in certain policy areas101 — the capacity of state and local governments to play this
counterbalancing role may be greater than it previously had been, at least with respect to some
policy areas.102
Discussions of immigration and federalism have inadequately accounted for these
potentially liberty-enhancing dimensions of federalism and (to a somewhat lesser extent)
localism.103 A number of scholars in recent years have explored the potential roles that state and
local governments might play in immigration regulation and enforcement, either on their own or
pursuant to delegations of power by the federal government.104 Others have discussed the ways
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in which federalism can facilitate the recognition of multiple identities and affiliations through
overlapping conceptions of citizenship in both federal and sub-federal political communities.105
By contrast, comparatively less emphasis has been given to the myriad ways in which state and
local governments might actively play a role in protecting the rights and liberties of non-U.S.
citizens — and more specifically, in resisting potential abuses by the federal government against
their non-U.S. citizen residents.106
And yet, the increasing aggressiveness of the federal government in its regulation and
enforcement of immigration and citizenship makes the liberty-enhancing role of state and local
governments — including the status of non-U.S. citizens as “citizens” of those state and local
communities — potentially more salient.107 Though often discussed as if it were a unitary
concept, citizenship encompasses a range of discrete institutions and practices, both formal and
informal.108 As Linda Bosniak has noted, non-U.S. citizens are not “entirely outside the scope of
those institutions and practices and experience we call citizenship.”109 To the contrary, non-U.S.
citizens can and often do engage in a broad range of citizenship-like practices at the state and
local levels. To varying extents within many state and local communities — and at least to some
minimal extent within all state and local communities — non-U.S. citizens bear the same rights,
exercise the same responsibilities, and engage in the same participatory practices within state and
local communities as any other state or local residents, without regard to their formal
immigration or citizenship status under federal law.
In some instances, this citizenship-like status at the state or local level may even be
formally recognized as a matter of state or local law. While some recent discussions of
subfederal citizenship have emphasized dimensions of citizenship other than its formal legal
status,110 the divided nature of sovereignty in the United States means that the formal, legal
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dimension of state citizenship — formal membership in the political community of a particular
state — remains a potentially significant category within which to understand the rights and
privileges available to non-U.S. citizens.111 State citizenship for non-U.S. citizens could not
lawfully justify state efforts to block or interfere directly with the enforcement of federal
immigration law, given the supremacy of federal law under the U.S. Constitution. And under the
Citizenship Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, state governments are not constitutionally
permitted to deny state citizenship from individuals who are U.S. citizens.112 However, in
particular policy areas, states may retain some ability to affirmatively grant state citizenship to
non-U.S. citizen residents or, less formally, to define affirmatively the nature of their
relationships with all state residents without regard to U.S. citizenship or immigration status —
for example, when implementing laws of general applicability that have been adopted in the
exercise of their traditional police powers to protect the health and safety of their
communities.113
The extent to which states and localities might be able or willing to incorporate non-U.S.
citizens into their political communities in any meaningful way as “citizens,” or to play the role
of resisting potential abuses by the federal government, at this point remains difficult to assess
and may depend upon the context: in some states and localities non-U.S. citizens may fare better,
while in others they may fare worse. However, some states and localities manifestly are doing so
already — and in some cases through policies of general applicability, while in others through
policies designed specifically to incorporate non-U.S. citizens as members of state and local
communities. As Peter Schuck has observed, it already is the case that some states and localities
“embrace legal aliens at least as warmly as the federal government does.”114 Even immigration
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restrictionists at times have complained that “it is the states and local governments that are
rolling out the welcome mat for illegal aliens once they are here.”115
For example, as Rebecca Smith, Amy Sugimori, and Luna Yasui have observed, states
often have “latitude to act in areas that are as yet subject only to state regulation, and to offer
benefits and protections beyond what the federal government has made available.”116
Accordingly, some states and localities have acted to protect the rights of their non-U.S. citizen
residents to an extent greater than the federal government in a number of policy areas, including
equal employment and labor rights, language access and confidentiality protections for non-U.S.
citizens seeking government benefits and services, and eligibility for workers’ compensation
benefits.117 Similarly, in the aftermath of Congress’s devolution to the states of authority to
determine non-U.S. citizen eligibility for certain categories of welfare benefits, some states —
particularly (though not exclusively) those with large non-U.S. citizen populations — have
continued to provide immigrants with these benefits to a considerable extent.118 At least ten
states have extended eligibility for in-state colleges and university tuition rates to undocumented,
non-U.S. citizens.119 In December 2006, Illinois announced plans to implement a comprehensive
set of initiatives — spanning across a range of different policy areas — designed to improve
integration of immigrants within the state by improving language access to state agencies,
increasing resources for English education programs, providing job training, and ensuring access
to health care, education, and other state services without regard to immigration status.120 Some
states and localities even have extended political rights to non-U.S. citizens.121
The political and legal skirmishes discussed here over the burgeoning efforts by the
federal government to involve state and local governments in federal immigration enforcement
activities provide a vivid illustration of these dynamics. On the one hand, as discussed above,
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non-U.S. citizens who have advocated against these initiatives, in partnership with U.S. citizens
and community organizations, have engaged in citizen-like political action and have been
recognized in some contexts as legitimate, citizen-like political actors.122 In turn, states and
localities that have opposed these initiatives in effect have asserted the right to implement their
traditional police powers to protect the health and safety of their communities through laws of
general applicability, without regard to the U.S. citizenship or immigration status of the residents
within their communities. Notably, such opposition by states and localities has not always or
necessarily been driven by an explicit goal of protecting the rights of non-U.S. citizens as such,
but rather has been animated in many cases by concern that the incorporation of federal
immigration policy objectives would grossly interfere with their ability to advance the welfare of
their citizenries as a whole.123
On the other hand, by aggressively pushing state and local governments to incorporate
federal immigration enforcement activities into their day-to-day work, the federal initiatives
discussed here challenge the potential salience of state citizenship altogether, insofar as they seek
to extend and impose the institutions and standards for federal citizenship upon state and local
communities seeking to protect and advance the welfare of their own citizenries. By asserting the
predominance of federal over state and local policy objectives, these enforcement initiatives in
effect seek to diminish any independent significance that state and local citizenship-like
institutions might have.
Conclusion: “Denationalized” Citizenship and the Changing State-Federal Equilibrium
The contestations over the role of state and local governments in the regulation and
enforcement of federal immigration status illustrate what Saskia Sassen has termed the partial
“denationalization” of formal national citizenship in the wake of globalization. By
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“denationalization,” Sassen refers not to the supplanting of national citizenship altogether by
new forms of “postnational” citizenship existing “outside the confines of the national,” but rather
to a transformation of national citizenship itself in a manner that “remains deeply connected to
the national, as constructed historically, and is indeed profoundly imbricated with it but is so on
historically new terms of engagement.”124 As the role of the national state changes, notes Sassen,
the possibility has emerged for “new forms of power [to be exercised] at the subnational
level.”125 In resisting federal efforts to enlist subfederal institutions in immigration enforcement
activities, non-U.S. citizens and state and local governments are seeking to exercise the “new
forms of power” that Sassen identifies.
As Sassen recognizes, however, national citizenship itself remains important,126 and the
extent to which these processes will in fact result in greater subnational power over immigration
and citizenship remains highly uncertain. Denationalization may indeed make state and local
citizenship more salient, as some scholars have tentatively suggested, and create spaces for state
and local governments to exercise power on behalf of their non-U.S. citizen residents against
potential encroachments by federal authorities. However, as the U.S. experience in any number
of policy areas since the New Deal makes clear, Washington often has been successful in its
efforts, relying upon various degrees of coercion and cooperation, to enlist state and local
institutions in the implementation of federal policy objectives when political will and leverage at
the federal level has been sufficiently strong.127
It is too early to tell whether the federal government will prevail in its efforts to
incorporate state and local institutions in its immigration enforcement efforts. However, even if
the assertion of federal predominance over state and local prerogatives ultimately succeeds, these
incipient processes of denationalization may yet play a role in shaping the ultimate form that
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those federal enforcement initiatives take. Even if successfully induced to cooperate in federal
immigration enforcement activities, many states and localities will continue to recognize the
critical importance of fully integrating and maintaining strong relationships with their non-U.S.
citizen residents, in order to implement fundamentally important policies designed to protect and
promote the health and safety of all of their residents — whether U.S. citizens or non-U.S.
citizens, documented or undocumented. In an era in which the power of the federal government
may be diminishing, and the power of subfederal institutions correspondingly increasing, states
and localities may retain sufficient influence to ensure that federal authorities are attentive to
these imperatives. Over time, therefore, any cooperative equilibrium that ultimately emerges
between federal and subfederal authorities with respect to immigration enforcement may yet
incorporate these state and local concerns in some manner and to a significant extent.128
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